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CLAS UNCLASSIFIED
CLAS UNCLASSIFIED
AFSN PY1009170693
DDAT 930910
SLIN rio de janeiro rede globo television in Portuguese 1600 gmt 10 sep 93
SUBJ program summary: rio globo tv Portuguese 101600
Full Text Superzone of Message
1 (reception: good)
2 1. summary of headlines.
3 2. video report on trial of four policemen charged with killing eight

street children in rio de janeiro some time ago. two of the surviving
street children will testify. (2 min)

4 3. announcer-read report on america's watch members visit to vigario geral
shantytown today, (und min)

5 4. video report on effects of military police crisis resulting from
massacre at shantytown sometime ago. (1 min)

6 5. announcer-read report on rio police investigation into data found in an
arrested policeman's agenda. (1 min)

7 6. live report from london on Israeli prime minister's decision to

recognize plo rights. (2 min)
8 7. more international news, including protests against nasa's alleged

hiding of data on ufos, which will be analyzed during television program
globo reporter tonight. (2 min)

9 8. announcer-read report on amount of resources collected by federal
revenue after implementation of provisional tax on financial operations.
(1 min)

10 9. video report on auction to privatize minas gerais steel company this
afternoon, live report from belo horizonte stock market where
preparations for the auction ended. (1 min)

11 10. announcer-read report on economic indexes and dollar exchange rate. (1
min)

12 11. video report on new recipes with strawberries. (2 min)
13 12. video report on death of thousands of fish after accident in mato

grosso state with truck carrying toxic substances. (1 min) (proc)
14 13. announcer-read report on death of a finance ministry employee after

eating at the ministry's restaurant, dozens of other people intoxicated,
(und min)

15 14. video report on end of seminar in sao paulo on gases that affect the
ozone layer. (2 min)

16 15. video report on shantala massage for babies. (2 min)
17 16. video report on interview to be broadcast during tomorrow's newscast,
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